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Posted - 17/07/2009 : 10:37:07

I quite like the "shifty sand".

(sly sand, folks!?)

It'd be funny to try and actually sing those words..
Theres no way you could fit them all in, without choking first..
Karaoke, anyone?.
2242 Posts

Carole R xx
Edited by - Carole R. on 17/07/2009 10:42:32

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 17/07/2009 : 10:44:29

Yes, and she spent a week in that shifty sand! Shamble naked lighter day gets the imagination running too
Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Clive
I’ll try anything

Posted - 17/07/2009 : 12:52:19
quote:
Originally posted by daydreamer
Clive, the 2nd one you posted, almost looks like the back of an album cover or centrefold of a book but I can't find it on Ebay. If you still have the link,
can you post it please?

1455 Posts

here's the link Carole
http://cgi.ebay.com/70-Dusty-Springfield-Beatles-JAPAN-photoclipping_W0QQitemZ310015785543QQcmdZViewItemQQptZLH_DefaultDomain_0?hash=item482e617a47&_trksid=p3286.m20.l1116

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 17/07/2009 : 13:30:47

Thanks Clive, now I see exactly what it is
Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 17/07/2009 : 14:00:07

I remember posting most the ones you re posted Josh, but I can't remember seeing the ones you posted Mary, tho' I'm sure I must have!
Thanks everyone, all great pics.
Casx
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'Something in your eyes'

8313 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 17/07/2009 : 18:22:00

I dug out a couple more pics.

8313 Posts
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Casx

'Something in your eyes'
DustysBoy
Where am I going?

Posted - 17/07/2009 : 23:40:16

Oh! I love the one with with Dusty balancing the umbrella in her hand I have not seen that one before.

JOSH

USA
2678 Posts

Sara
I’ll try anything

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Posted - 18/07/2009 : 00:52:34
quote:
Originally posted by daydreamer
Clive, the 2nd one you posted, almost looks like the back of an album cover or centrefold of a book but I can't find it on Ebay. If you still have the link,
can you post it please?
I have a Japanese gatefold album called Dusty Springfield Custom Deluxe. The cover is hardback in a reddish orange colour and there is an oval cut out
with this picture showing through....
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1163 Posts

It has the words to the songs translated inside and as with all translations, they don't quite read right!
I also have this single with the words on the back. The translation of Yesterday When I Was Young has some corkers

The short haired photo's were

obviously all taken at the same time, with a change of necklaces or dress and the one stood in front of a brick wall with a cheap looking hanging plant,
makes me wonder at the imagination of the photographer!
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Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

LMAO @ those lyrics!
Sara x

Something inside has died and I can't hide, and I just can't fake it

Tim

Posted - 18/07/2009 : 10:39:28

Where am I going?

That's what I'll be singing to it from now on...

United Kingdom
3422 Posts
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